Offshore Weather Support

Understanding offshore weather, mitigates business risk!

Whether it’s a rig move, subsea maintenance or heavy lift work, good weather decisions will determine the success of your offshore activities. With complex logistics and rising costs, understanding the effect of the offshore weather is critical for efficient project planning. Weather determines the impact on your business, but if you understand it, and plan for potential outcomes your business will benefit.

Your own dashboard

With your own personal weather dashboard, you’ll be able to see at a glance whether weather allows you to work, or not. Clients can set limits for each project and receive alerts if they are triggered. With clear, user friendly interface, using simple weather codes and explanations, you will know when you can start, pause and finish operations. All weather components are available to users in 2 clicks – from your desktop, tablet or smartphone!

"The personalized dashboard gives instant insight into the limits of your project!"

Maximum accuracy, innovation and a well-trained expert team

Our weather forecasts are not only derived from state of the art computer modelling, physics and algorithms, but they are also quality checked by meteorologists before output is sent to clients. The forecast team have a long history in offshore forecasting.

The offshore industry worldwide uses a forecast presentation development by the Infoplaza forecast team. The original version has since been revised and Version 2.0 has been produced. Version 2.0 allows Infoplaza to generate continuous development and innovation in technology and weather models. With scenario forecasting, you will be able to decide more easily when and when not to work offshore. If you want to know how this might work for you, call for an appointment!